


Sewn’ Place

 Here at the Sewn’ Place we are dedicated to providing a variety of fabrics. Now we 
will be providing a look into what will be coming into the store! With this look book you 
can know what to look forward to. We’ll share our excitement with you! Follow us on 
Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest to see what’s new in the store. Including new fabrics 

and sales!



New and Upcoming Fabrics
The Exclusive Look Book





 Henry Glass Fabrics presents the Flowers of Provence Collection by Mary Jane Carey of Holly 
Hill Quilt Designs. “Flowers of Provence” was inspired by the vast gardens found in the region of 
Provence.These gardens are amongst the most beautiful in France and reside in abbeys, palaces and 
historical monuments while providing exceptional locations for reverie and romanticism. It is Mary 
Jane’s hope that you too will be inspired by this fabric collection. Designed in a mix and match pal-
ette of soft, sophisticated hues of Prussian blue, dusty rouge, sage green and slate blue.
 Also new to the store is Romance by Color Principle. This collection focuses on roses as the 
symbol of romance, evoking a quality or feeling of excitement and mystery, apart from every day 
life. This sweet collection will transport you, if but for a short while, to a softer more romantic realm. 
Hues of rich jet black, scarlet red, blush pink and dove gray blend together to create a warm and in-
viting palette.
 Our third line from Henry Glass is Helping Hands by Kim Diehl. This line is part of the Simple 
Whatnots Club collection.





Arrived in September.





Arriving this November.

















Arriving this December.





Art Gallery Fabrics presents the last installment of Pat  Bravo’s Indie Trilogy; Indie Folk. 
This collection expresses a visual story of Pat’s love for folklore and the world around her. 
Ornamental florals and minimalistic ethnic designs are splashed with saturated colors for 

sewing creative projects with a trendy twist.
Also new to our store is Floralia Fusions. This collection is blossoming with the beauty of 
nature’s flora. Lush greens, fresh yellows, and feminine fuchsia accentuate timeless blooms 

that will bring a garden of delight into your sewing room.







Floralia Fushions coming this 
October-November!





 New from this wholesaler is  English Garden. A Collection of floral patterns with an 
old-fahioned twist.  







Arrived this October!





 From Studio E we have Toad-ally Terrific by Swizzle Stick Studio. Their newest collection is 
full of whimsical and brightly colored frogs hopping about on their lily pads. Turquoise, aqua, roy-
al blue, orange, yellow, white and green are the main colors for this fun collection. Perfect for mak-
ing quilts, wall hangings, and accessories for kids.





Arrived in October.





Coming to our store is Riley Blake’s collection, English Rose, featuring  an elegant floral 
design by Penny Rose Collections as well as  Harmony Farm by  Shawn Wallace featuring  a 

playful farm theme.









Harmony Farm arrived this 
October!





 New from Moda is a series of fabrics and jelly rolls including At Home by Blackbird Designs. Their newest 
fabric line defines a midwestern state of mind, portraying the love of being at home, being surrounded by fam-
ily and friends, and enjoying the simple things in life, such as sitting in your favorite chair. The lovely prints in-
cluded in the collection are toasty and relaxing, and will blend with any decor. No matter what you make, be it a 
quilt, pillow or another item, you’ll love the warmth added to your home!
 New in jelly rolls is Atelier de France by French General. This collection celebrates the 20th Anniversary of 
French General.  Also, is Bloomsbury by Franny and Jane. The Bloomsbury collection merges today’s modernism 
with the past influence of the Bloomsbury aesthetic in design, art, textiles and literature. 
 There is also Fern Hill by Jan Patek  Quilts. This collection is inspired by fern covered countryside of Jan’s 
Missouri home. 
 Additional to the jelly rolls is Wild Nectar, created with garment and quilting projects soecifically in mind.
 Our second fabric line from Moda is Grace’s Garden by Betsy Chutchian. Based on prints and colors from 
1820 to 1860, this beautiful Reproduction collection remembers the women who sought to bring beauty and 
grace to their homes through gardening and needlework.
 Another addition to our jelly rolls is William Morris by Victoria and Albert, a collection inspired by the 
influential designer of the 1800’s  William Morris.
 Our third collection from Moda is Woof Woof Meow by Stacy Iset Hsu. Woof Woof Meow features cats 
and dogs in a variety of fun prints and colors perfect for any child’s or pet’s project. Adding to the list is New 
Hope by Jo Morton. This line adds to our rustic reproduction and homestyle collections with classic and timeless 
patterns. Also Provencal by American Jane. This collection adds a French style with a pallette deriving from in-
spirations like Vincent Van Gogh. Our final collection from Moda is Summer on the Pond by Holly Taylor. This 
collection brings pond scenery to life with geese and cranes flying across the patterns.







Coming this October!



Arrived in October.

Arrived in October.



Arrived in October.

Arrived in October.







Arriving in October.



Arrived in October.

Arrived in October.







Arriving in November.













Arriving between January and February.





Arriving between January and February.





 From Free Spirit (a.ka. Westminster ) is Eclectic Elements by Tim Holtz. This collection fea-
tures a combination of antique items and vintage style, a unique, faded look and beautiful, photo-
like prints, perfect for a one-of-a-kind project.
 Also new is  the Dusk and Sunrise six inch strip pre-cut collection by Kaffe Fassett. These pre-
cut packs include dark (Dusk) and bright (Sunrise) colored fabrics released in 2017.
 Our second new collection from Free Spirit is Stories & Song Birds by Margot Elena. This col-
lection is a Library of Flowers. It derives from the desire to go back to the roots of design. Often 
in modern culture, people crave to surround themselves with beautiful, hand touched, and hand 
created item in their environment. For this reason, this collection goes back to the origins of hand 
painted illustrations, vintage textiles, and a free-spirited fusion of patterns to capture the soulfulness 
of artisanal craftsmanship, which look beautiful, patched together in a quilt. Stories & Songbirds is 
an assemblage of beloved prints, each with a personality to unfold and a story to tell.
 Our third collection is Wings and Things by David Walker. This collection brings to life a magi-
cal world of whimsical fairies. These charming characters, whether riding atop birds or dancing on 
colorful mushrooms will certainly delight any little girl and hopefully a few grownup girls too!











Arriving in October.







Arriving this November.






